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Computer-Assisted Reporting
Prof. Karl Idsvoog – 101- C Franklin Hall; 330-672-8301

Assignment: Courage
The role of a journalist is not to be a stenographer for the status quo. A journalist is not
cheerleader. A journalist asks questions that need to be asked. A journalist holds the
powerful accountable. A journalist seeks truth. A journalist examines issues of
importance to the community.
In other words, a journalist is anything but a human microphone stand. To get a better
appreciation of courage, read the articles in the Courage folder from Nieman Reports.
Due: a week from today.
supernaut.

Please place your articles in the courage folder on

Find a local example of courageous reporting. If you want to focus on courageous
reporting by student newspapers, television stations or online news operations, that’s
fine. Be sure to describe in specific terms the risk faced by the news organization in
doing the story. To get a better understanding of risk and courage, read “A Local
Newspaper Endures a Stormy Backlash.” In this series of reports, the newspaper
exposed Boy Scout pedophiles. It discovered that top scout leaders had known about
the problem but took no action to protect boys from these pedophiles. How did the
community and church leaders respond? What would you have done?
Remember, no courage is required when there is no risk.
For the story (or series of reports) you choose, explain why you think it took courage for
the news organization to do the story. Length: 1-2 pages.
If you’re not able to find any examples, describe your search methods and the
conclusion(s) you have reached based on your research.
For next class, be ready to discuss the following question: What are the consequences
for a newsroom that lacks courage?
In examining this question, approach it from different aspects. What does a gutless
newsroom do to morale? How does lack of courage affect a news organization’s ability
to recruit first-rate journalists? What impact does it have on personnel turnover? How
does it affect the news product? How does the lack of courageous reporting affect the
brand? How does it affect sales? How does it affect promotion? How does it affect
community involvement? What are the long-term business consequences for a newsroom
that lacks courage?
###
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Advanced Broadcast News Techniques
Station Call Project
Due: Tuesday, March 17
Put your finished project in the folder titled STATION CALL on Supernaut.
Add the data information to the Station Call Spreadsheet.

Late Assignment = F

This counts as much as one of your projects.
Everyone will select three markets. It’s first come, first serve. Everyone must do
different markets. Call a television news executive at one network affiliate with a news
operation in each of your assigned markets and provide the following:
Station:
Market
Affiliation:
Person Contacted:
Title:
Phone:
Station web site:
1. For a demo reel, what format do you prefer?
_____ Personal URL (Web Site) where you can see the person’s work.
_____DVD
_____ VHS
_____ Other (indicate what they say)_____________________________________
2. When someone is applying for a beginning reporter’s position at your station, what do
you want to see on the demo reel?
3. What is the salary range your station pays for beginning reporters?
From $______________to $_______________ per year.
4. Is your station using video journalists, reporters who do it all – shoot, write, report and
edit the story? ________Yes ________No
5. If the person is applying for a producing position, what do you want to see on the
demo reel?
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6. What is the salary range your station pays for beginning producers?
7. How important are multimedia skills, by that I mean having the skills to produce
projects for the station’s web site?
______ Very Important
______ Somewhat Important
______ Not important
8. What’s the most common mistake job applicants make in their demo reels?
9. When you’re interviewing job applicants, what are one or two of the key questions
you ask?
10. Do you expect to be hiring beginning reporters or producers in the next three
months?
11. What advice would you give to university journalism graduates about to enter the job
market?
12. Is there anything else you’d like to add?
Remember to thank the person for his/her time.

###
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Station Call Project
Completed Project Requirements
1. On Supernaut in the Station Call Project folder, you’ll find an Excel spreadsheet.
Add the information from your three stations. Every field needs to be filled. Leaving an
open field on any information gives you an F on that portion of the project.
Do NOT do a “save as.” That will result in multiple spreadsheets. Simply add your
information. Save it. If by chance, Supernaut gives you a prompt saying you don’t have
proper permissions, let me know and we’ll do data entering in class. To save time,
have the data entered on your own spreadsheet. Then you can simply copy and paste
your three rows to the master sheet.
2. Your written report needs to be a professionally written business report. It needs to
be user friendly. What did you discover? The most important element of what you
discovered (YOUR LEAD) most likely will be different from what someone else
discovered.
Your report must address all elements in the survey.
If it helps, think of this as a news report. I expect to see interesting quotes from your
news managers.
3. Length: 10 pages or less.
4. Put your final written project in the Station Call Project folder on Supernaut.
Naming protocol is SCP, underscore, first initial, underscore, last name. So if I were
naming my project it would be SCP_K_Idsvoog.
5. Your final project should be user friendly. Use subheads in bold face. Make it easy
for anyone to find the salary information, the what should I put on a demo reel
information, etc.
6. In addition to the survey information, please address the following in your report:
a. What did you learn, if anything, from the project?
b. How will you apply what you learned to your job search?
###
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Computer-Assisted Reporting
Assignment
CAR Profile
Spring 09
Due: Monday, April 13 (this is a change from the syllabus)
Please put completed Projects in the Profile Folder on Supernaut
1. Choose one of the following:
a.) Newspaper with a circulation of more than 100,000 that has
a record of doing solid CAR reports (check IRE.org).
b.) News web site with a CAR unit.
c.) Television station with a record of doing solid CAR reports.
2. Write a profile of a reporter who’s respected for her/his computerassisted reporting ability. Your target audience for this article is other
college journalists, not the general public. Be sure to have the reporter
send you a digital still, preferably one showing the reporter at work in the
newsroom. Get a second digital still of the CAR area and/or CAR reporters
working on a project. This could be a still showing CAR reporters
reviewing a project with their managing editor or senior producer; this could
be CAR reporting members analyzing a data map, etc. For broadcast, ask if
you can get a dub of a recent story or stories. Any format is fine.
The story must address:
a. When did the reporter develop his/her CAR skills and why?
b. How important are CAR skills for today’s reporters?
c. What advice does the reporter have for college students
wanting to be reporters?
d. How important are multimedia skills for today’s reporter?
(THIS IS IMPORTANT)
e. How strongly is CAR supported by management? For
this, you have to ask about the numbers. Is management
spending money on equipment, software, training? Does
management pay for CAR reporters to attend major IRE
conventions, or do reporters have to pay their own way.
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f. How is CAR being integrated into Interactive Web projects?
Regarding multimedia skills, you need to put that question into proper
context. The entire media industry is changing. Newspaper circulation is
going down; increasingly, people turn to the Internet for information.
Budget demands in all areas of media are demanding that people have
multiple skills. What does all this mean for someone wanting to go into
journalism?
3. Include a digital still of reporter. (Hint: get an interesting picture, not a
boring one).
4. Make it interesting. Don’t write a boring story. Don’t write a boring
lead.
5. Do not delay. This assignment will take time to organize and write.
6. You’re welcome to do an audio or video piece; but video necessitates
traveling to the location. If you’re doing someone like Dave Davis at the
Cleveland Plain Dealer, that’s fine. Trying to do Andy Lehren or Tom
Torok at the New York Times would be more problematic. The choice is
yours.
7. For those of you doing recorded phone interviews for the first time, we
need to review procedures BEFORE you do it. You need quality audio.
###
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Computer-Assisted Reporting
THE DAM REPORTING PROJECT
You finally have an appropriately named assignment

1. Each person or team needs to select one county in Ohio
OR
Examine the data and propose another focus for your story based on the data.
2. When you select your county, send an email to everyone else in the class and
to me with your selection. It’s first come, first serve.
3. Write the Web story. Logistically, it’s not reasonable to expect you to travel to the
locations necessary to produce a video piece on this project.
4. Include all hyperlinks and explain why you’re including them. We won’t actually be
hyperlinking to the material since you’re writing a word story. But you need to plan the
project as if you were working for a news organization with a budget.
5. Your story must address the following:
- The last time dams rated as having High Hazard Potential in your chosen county
were inspected.
- The name of the official in the county responsible for dam inspection.
- The results of the dam inspections.
- You must determine how many dams have Emergency Action Plans
and how many don’t. For those that don’t, you need to determine why.
- The federal government used to provide information on dam inspection. As
you can see from the Army Corps’ letter to NICAR, it no longer provides
this data. How does that possibly improve public safety? Previously,
we could find out if dam inspectors were doing their jobs; now we cannot.
- Your story must include a minimum of four sources.
6. What are the federal requirements for dam inspection? In order to begin reporting on
this project. you must understand the federal requirements. By federal law, are highhazard dams required to have an EAP (emergency action plan)?
7. Due Date: TBD Naming protocol: Dam_yourname
8. A couple of reminders: only two people will be assigned to interview the State
Department of Natural Resources. They will share the information they get with the rest
of the class. Two people will be assigned to confirm the federal inspection/EAP
requirements. They will share that information with the rest of the class.
###
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CAR
Assignment: Final Project Proposal
Due: Tuesday, November 6 by class
Advice: START WORKING ON THIS TODAY!
1. Submit a 1-2 page proposal for your final project. This can be an individual or team
project. It can be online, radio or video. The choice is yours. If this is a team project,
the team can submit a single proposal. For this assignment, maximum team size = 2.
2. Remember that a story proposal is not an idea. A story proposal requires facts.
Before submitting a story proposal to your news manager, you need to make some basic
checks. Be practical. Don’t spend days researching something (unless you know the
story is there and there’s an extremely high probability the boss will say yes). But
make initial checks. The dam story provides an example. With a couple calls you’d be
able to confirm if the old data is still accurate. Confirming the fact that a county has a
number of high-hazard dams with no emergency action plan is a powerful fact. Make
another call to confirm that the fire department, for example, has zero knowledge of the
EAP. Now you have another powerful fact. Do not pitch a story with zero facts.
3. Your proposal must include data analysis. What data do you plan to examine? You
might build the data yourself.
For example, you might check the numbers of
professors, instructors, administrators at Kent for each year since 1970.
Have the
percentages stayed the same? Do we have more or fewer administrators now? With
the computer making things more efficient, what would you expect? You might examine
data that already exists. For example, you could examine traffic accident data for the
city of Kent for the past year to see where and when most accidents happen.
You
could examine money collected for course fees. How much comes in? How is it spent?
Is money being paid for one course being used for a different course?
4. Indicate format. Are you planning to write a word story for online or produce an
audio or video report?
5. Every news report (broadcast or print) is now online. What are the online elements
you’re planning to include in your report? For this proposal you do not have to design
the page, just list the elements. For example, let’s say I’m doing a report on Ohio
insurance companies hiring foreign tech workers. My project would include:
1. Word Story
2. Video clip with the company CEO explaining why the company has to
hire foreign workers.
3. Audio clip from executive director of Washington Tech Alliance saying
American companies are hiring foreign workers to save money.
4. Click Buttons to see:
a. Top 10 companies with most applications
b. Top 10 highest paying positions
5. Links page to: FLCDataCenter
Washington Tech Alliance
Related articles – Business Week, Washington Post, NY Times.
####
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The NFL Project
Survey Protocol
1. Take the form letter and do a “Save As” for each of your five teams.
2. Insert the proper team names.
3. Find and insert the proper address. You want to be able to send this
immediately. And you want to make sure that each team has received its
own letter.
4. When you contact the team, confirm the address you have is correct.
Yes, you’re sending this via email, but use the correct address.
In the letter to the right of the date put “via email to: emailaddress”
5. Ask for the Director of Public Relations. Some teams may call it Media Relations.
You should check the team web site BEFORE making this call.
You should be able to get address, name and phone of the person you want.
6. Introduce yourself and ask for the email of the Director of Public Relations.
7. Confirm the email.
8. Briefly explain the project. “My computer-assisted reporting class is doing a
survey of charitable contributions made to universities by all NFL teams. Our
report will appear on KentNewsNet, the news web site of Kent State University.
To avoid any confusion on precisely what we’re asking, I need to send you
an email with three simple questions. And we’ve set up a special email
address NFL@Kent.edu for you to respond. The project will launch in 3
weeks, and we’re asking for a response from your team within 10 business days
This is simple and won’t take much time. We’re simply asking for
any financial donations. We’re asking for any in-kind donations. And we’re
asking if you would send any press releases you issued announcing the charitable
contribution. Let me confirm the correct spelling on your name:
If the person happens to know, get the amount. Get the name of the
university or universities to which the donation(s) was made. It’s unlikely,
however, the pr person will have this immediately.
9. Send the email after you’ve confirmed the address and after you’ve confirmed
that you’ve put the proper name and team name on the letter.
10. You can also collect the information over the phone. But remind the Public
Relations Director that you would like a written response as we will be posting
all responses online as part of our report.
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11. Confirm that the team has received your email
12. Log every call made. Indicate the time you called and who you reached.
13. Other questions:
Gross Team Revenue
Average Player Salary
14. If you’re having trouble finding the name of the public relations director for
the team, who could you call who would know and who would most likely give it
to you?
15. Do NOT call until I say. We will use an upcoming class to make calls. You need
to get your contact and letters in shape before then. You will contact all of
your teams during class.
###
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Computer-Assisted Reporting
Excel Reporting Assignment – Hiring Foreign Workers
(download from http://www.flcdatacenter.com)
(DUE DATE: Thursday, February 28th by the start of class)
In the H1B file, you’ll find three years of H1B data for the State of Ohio. There may be some
extraneous records from other states. If you wish to do companies from Pittsburgh, you can
download Pennsylvania data.
For this project, we will have two-person teams. Each Team
needs to select a minimum of three companies (you may want to select all from a related
industry) to examine. Although you’ll do research as a team and share the information, each
person must write her/his own completed story.
Examine the data. Select your companies. Each team needs to Email your selections to me
and to the rest of the class (it’s first come, first serve).
Do NOT assume there is anything wrong at all with hiring foreign workers. As a reporter, you
have to understand the employment situation. The hiring picture for pharmacists is most
likely significantly different than the hiring picture for accountants which is different than the
employment situation for software developers. In order to report on this, you have to
understand the employment situation for the position/industry you choose.
Do NOT select a university. Do NOT select a company that has significant international
business such as Procter & Gamble or Goodyear. Those companies pose too many
variables for this project.
Your story needs to address the following:
1. Why is the company hiring foreign workers? (Keep in mind: the database indicates
H1B applications. That doesn’t necessarily mean the company has hired all those
people.)
2. Did the company try finding American workers before hiring someone who is in this
country on a temporary basis? If a company says it did try to find an American worker,
what evidence will the company provide to substantiate that statement?
Reminder: do not play human microphone stand. Be a reporter.
3. Are companies required to advertise for American workers before advertising for
foreign workers? If yes, how is that requirement enforced? If not, why not? (NOTE:
TWO REPORTERS IN THE CLASS WILL BE ASSIGNED TO DETERMINE THIS AND SHARE
THE INFORMATION).
4. What did our Congressman who said he was going to introduce legislation to require
that American companies advertise for American workers do? Was the bill ever written?
Was it introduced? If he did nothing, why not? (Note: We’ll assign one person to this.
THIS NEEDS TO BE COMPLETED ASAP)
5. How many people applied for the posted jobs? How many Americans? How many
foreign workers?
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6. Is the company hiring foreign workers because it can pay them less? What does the
company say? What does an organization like the Washington Tech Alliance say?
What is the evidence?
7. Bring your numbers to life, and make sure the data is accurate. Do the math.
Make sure you know before calling your company what the numbers are. Make sure
you understand what the DOL regulations are BEFORE calling the company.
8. Your story must include an expert (preferably more than one) who is knowledgeable
in the specific hiring field in which you are focusing.
9. You must include quotes from an appropriate elected official. Who would be such a
politician for this report and why?
10. You must request a digital still image of the company headquarters and corporate
logo.
11. Along with your story, you must submit your Story Focus Statement. Also submit:
a. Your fact check lists (this is dynamic; include your first and last).
b. Copies of two stories you reviewed from your Lexis/Nexis search.
c. Your top four facts.
###
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Video Field Production Assignment: Personal Profile
Production Requirements:
1. You’re profiling one individual. It can be anyone.
2. You need a minimum of three on-camera interviews (the subject plus at least two
other people, you can have more).
3. Narration/standups: optional. However, if you’re not going to write a script, be
careful. As discussed in class, it’s difficult to simply edit bites together into
a coherent story. A script helps you tell the story.
4. Lower-third supers must be title safe. Failing to be title safe reduces your grade one
grade.
5. Write in split-script format.
6. Put completed scripts in the Profile folder on Supernaut. Naming protocol is
Profile_yourlastname
7. Put a 360 X 270 Flash File of your project (minus bars&tone&slate – just the
program) in the Profile folder on Supernaut.
Naming protocol is Profile_yourlastname.
8. Remember, your full video version must begin with 30 seconds of bars and tone
followed by a 10 second slate and 10 seconds of black (or countdown). This time is
NOT counted as the time of your project.
Some production elements to consider:
1. What will you show your subject doing?
2. In addition to a sit-down interview, where else do you need to get sound from your subject?
Do you need to get the same sound from multiple locations?
3. Do NOT do your research on camera. Do your basic reporting BEFORE you shoot.
4. Do you need a wireless?
5. Mic yourself. You may never use any of your questions. If you’re not wearing a
microphone, you can’t use them.
6. Dress the cord.
Unlike your concept, treatment and 10-minute narrative, this is a project in reality
television. You don’t make up anything here. You don’t direct your subject to do
anything. Do not stage shots. DON’T delay. You don’t want to put this off. Find a
first-rate subject and shoot a first-rate project. This should be a project you can put on
your reel.
7. Don’t fall in love. Too often, producers fall in love with their own material. The
result is a long, boring piece that doesn’t hold. Produce a piece that works.
8. Time: 3:00 – to – 6:00 minutes.
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Still/Audio Production Assignment
One of the goals in this course is to produce projects that force you to focus on different
skills. Tell an interesting story and people will watch and listen, regardless of format.
Produce a boring story and nobody cares because nobody will watch. Instead of
shooting with a video camera, this is a project you shoot with a still camera. SHOOT
LOTS OF STILLS. CHARGE YOUR BATTERY.
Visuals: You need a variety of shots. And unlike video that goes by at 30 fps, the still
shot can catch you with your eyes closed or your mouth open. So click the shutter.
You need LOTS of shots. Get close!
Audio: You need crystal clear audio. Use a quality microphone. Mic yourself.
Script: I will not mandate a script, but nearly always for beginning producers, a script
improves your project. When given the option, students often won’t write a script. It’s
easier just to edit bite to bite. That can be a serious tactical mistake. Seldom is a
subject so articulate that the transitions from point to point are seamless. A script
allows you to say things more quickly than the subject usually does. A script allows you
to set up sound bites. A script allows you to move from one point to another more
effectively than simply cutting bites together (have you been listening to NPR?). So be
cautious before you decide you’re not going to write a script.
Write in split-script format. Put an electronic copy of your script and a flash version of
your project in the proper folder on Supernaut.
Music/sound effects: Your choice. Be cautious with music. It’s a powerful adjective
and too often gets in the way and detracts from the emotion of the piece.
Topic: Pick any topic. PLAN: Plan your research. Plan your questions. Plan your edit.
Texting while driving
Freshman fear
Living with terminal cancer
Freshman drinking

FOCUS

Unemployed and looking for work
Losing your home
The day after divorce
Graphics: You design your “produced/reported by” graphics and any lower third or
other graphics. Use whatever program you wish.
Format: Edit on Final Cut Pro, Avid or Premier – whatever you wish. Final project
needs to be a video in standard DV format. This is not a click on the number
slideshow.
###
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Time: 3 – to – 5 minutes.

SELECTED
HANDOUTS
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CHASE FACTS, NOT RUMORS
In your story proposals, many of you implied things, that if true, would make
great stories. We would have stories on outrageous credit card charges,
medical malpractice, and fraud at the athletic department. As a reporter, you
want to quickly and efficiently determine if something is true. When someone
says something that you instantly recognize would make a great story, ask one
simple question:

HOW DO YOU
KNOW THAT IS
TRUE?
Don’t be combative. Don’t be argumentative. What you’re trying to determine
is how does the person know this? Did the person hear from a friend who
heard it from a friend who heard it from a friend? Did the person witness this?
Who else does the person know who has first-hand knowledge of this? Who did
this person hear the information from and who is that person? Is that person in
a position to know?
Or is it nothing more than rumor based on nothing?
Qualify your leads. Qualify the information. If there’s a factual basis for a
rumor, you should be able to backtrack quickly. Get names. Get phone
numbers. Get specifics. But don’t waste time chasing nothing.
###
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Improving Your Reporting Protocol
Basic Research Steps
You can find almost anything you want in ten or fewer phone calls. Libraries are filled
with the most wonderful people in the world. They are called librarians. Use them.
You can pinpoint your research on any topic, any problem, any issue by asking a few
basic questions:
1. Who would know about this?
2. Who uses this product or service?
3. Who is affected by this product or service or issue? (Remember: all legislation
affects people). A law of physics says for every action there is a reaction. The
same is true of business and politics. No matter what happens, it affects
people. Who are the winners and losers?
4. Who are the experts?
5. What are the names of the national, state and regional trade, business or
professional organizations? Most will have either an office or headquarters
in their nation’s capitol. Of the embassies in the nation’s capitol, which ones
have an interest in this issue?
6. What’s been written about this? Do a Lexis/Nexis search (remind me to
show you how to do this cost effectively). What are the specialty
publications/web sites?
7. What lawsuits are there? Lawsuits name names and have wonderful facts.
Unless sealed, as are many settlements in product-liability suits, the material
is public record.
8. What are the phone numbers for those listed in the above questions?
9. Ask everyone you call, “Who else would you suggest I call about this?”
That question allows you to find what you need in ten or fewer calls.
10. Get to the right person. Don’t waste the switchboard operator’s time. Know
the question you want to ask. Most importantly, before you make a single phone,
THINK, PLAN!
###
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Improving Your Performance
In sports, it’s easy to spot the problem. A golfer who dives the ball 300 yards but can’t
keep it in the fairway knows there’s a problem with accuracy. A third baseman who can
field but can’t hit knows it’s time for batting practice. The athlete knows to successfully
compete those weaknesses must be addressed and corrected. The same is true in any
profession. What type of self-assessment are you doing? What specific actions are you
taking to correct weaknesses so you can successfully compete?
On a 1 to 10 scale with 1 being weak and 10 being strong, how would you rate
yourself on the following:
Research

Understanding of Libel

Writing

Photoshop

On-camera Delivery

Hidden Camera

Interviewing

Team Leadership

Videography

Working with Difficult People

Audio

Planning

Lighting

Multimedia Skills

Planning & Organization

Developing Sources

Graphics

Finding Good Stories

Computer-Assisted Reporting

Live Shots

Networking Professional Contacts

Job Interview Skills

For each item, what specific steps are you taking to improve?
People who want to succeed do this sort of self-assessment. They know to compete
successfully in their chosen profession they have to develop their skills (not get grades on
papers and projects). There are lots of jobs for professionals who have developed their
skills. There are also lots of jobs for people who haven’t, usually at Walmart and Burger
King.
###
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Three Tips for Improving Story Selection
Spot news takes care of itself. A building collapses, a plane crashes, a school
shooting erupts: you go. The story’s in front of you, it’s happening, you report
it. Spot news reporting skills, live skills are essential. Another essential skill for
any journalist in today’s multimedia environment is the ability to enterprise
stories.
It’s not hard to find excellent stories if you’re actively looking, asking questions,
checking facts, and looking for the interesting angles. To improve your story
selection, some simple steps can help.
1. Write a focus statement. Don’t keep it in your head. Write it down. And
ask yourself the following:
a. Who cares?
b. So what?
Why will anyone want to watch a story about this? If you don’t have solid
answers to such simple questions, shoot the pigdog. Kill the story.
2. Write a quick fact-check/question list. Again, don’t keep this in your
head. Sometimes you have to do this step in order to find a decent angle that
gives you the answers to number one. Example: The University is changing its
alcohol enforcement policy. The “who cares” is fairly easy. Students probably
do, the RA’s do, the cops who have to enforce probably do. But “so what?”
The policy is changed. Big deal. Once you make a few checks and get some
facts, it’s quite possible you run into a great story. Or, you’re back at “so what”
and you shoot the pigdog.
Example: The maintenance people clean the walks when it snows. Who cares?
So what? Once again, it’s possible there may be a story. But if you have zero
leads, zero angles on something totally obvious (universities clean their walks in
winter) why waste time checking a story where it seems boring on its face?
Shoot the pigdog.
3. THINK VIDEO. What’s visually interesting about this story? What do you
see as the first shot? What’s the most dynamic sequence?
Are you seeing
the story in your head? How does it go together? What specific shots (and
audio) do you need to make this story work? We appear to be incredibly weak
when it comes to thinking video. Instead, we seem to come up with an idea,
then we shoot a bunch of stuff, then we try to figure out what to do with all the
stuff. That doesn’t work. Think specifics. THINK VIDEO!
###
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A Dozen Ways to Improve Your Public Records Requests
1. Know what you want. Usually, that requires some preliminary research. For example, say
a source is telling you public employees are abusing sick time. They call in sick and go play
golf or go work another job while collecting sick-time benefits. Before making a public records
request for sick-time records, find out how the records are kept. Is it the same from department
to department? Do employees fill out a time sheet? Are there paper records or electronic
records? Use the phone! Call, talk to the appropriate person, find the information.
2. Plan your strategy. Maybe you’re interested in the sick-time records of a single employee
you suspect of double dipping. If you request that person’s specific records, most likely, that
person will know immediately. Is that ok? If not, you may want to make a broader request.
3. Personalize the communication (usually). Send your public records request to a person, not
to an office. Whether you check in advance who handles the request depends on your strategy.
Each request is project specific. In federal agencies, there is usually someone assigned to handle
Freedom of Information Requests. Make sure you get the name and phone number for the
person handling your request so you can follow up.
4. Know the public records law. They differ from state to state. A quick place to check is
http://www.rcfp.org In Ohio, records must be maintained so they can be made “readily
available.” Generally, that means same-day access for current records. In Kentucky, the public
official has three days to respond. Pennsylvania’s statute provides 10 days to respond.
5. Write conversationally. Eliminate gobbledygook. Be professional. Avoid sarcasm and/or
threats. Be precise. Do not threaten legal action. You may get to the point where you have to
file suit, but that’s done in consultation with news management and legal counsel.
6. Make your case. Remember, if there’s a battle over public records, your request will become
part of the court record. Give your counsel ammunition.
7. List and number the requested items. Writing your requested items in paragraph form
complicates fulfillment and makes follow up more difficult. With a numbered list, it’s easy to
pinpoint specific items. You may want to request items individually rather than collectively.
8. Request a waiver of fees. Your work is in the public interest.
9. Specify the dollar amount you are willing to pay without notification. Be sure to indicate
that “if it costs more than $_______, please call me at ____________ or email to
youremail@kent.edu before copying the requested records.”
10. Specify format. Do you want printed or electronic copies? For electronic copies, always
request a field layout and format specifications. (TALK WITH THE DATA ADMINISTRATORS)
11. Always ask the public agency provide the statutory authority for denying any portion of your
request. In Ohio, that’s required. It’s a good practice anywhere.
12. For FOIA, make sure you follow proper protocol. In some agencies, that means
addressing the envelope in a specific way and heading your request in a specific way
###
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story production steps
Idea
or
assigned topic

Refine the topic. Focus the
idea. WRITE IT DOWN. You
should be able to state your
story in a single sentence.
This is your story statement.

This is not possible on a breaking news story.
But on many stories, this step IS ESSENTIAL.
Make phone calls, talk to sources, read
background material. Do some pre-interviews.
You may discover the story is much different than
expected. Modify, redefine and refocus your
story. Write a new story statement.

Preliminary Research

Plan the Story
- list the elements
- check each element
with the story statement.
Make sure it’s directly relevant
to the specific story you’re
doing. For example, if the
story topic is danger to infants
from second-hand smoke,
information about dangers of
smoke to expectant mothers
may be interesting but is NOT
germane to the story.

Review the Plan With
Your Photographer

Many reporters skip this step. They do no
research. They simply start shooting. That
leads to confusing, poorly produced reports.
For an hour-long documentary, this may take
days; for a daily news story it may take minutes.
For both, planning is essential. What facts do
you need to check? What questions do you need
to ask?
THINK VIDEO! THINK AUDIO!
What specific shots and sequences do you need?
What graphics? What effects? What archive
video? Are you utilizing video from multiple
formats that will need conversion for editing?
What equipment do you need? Do you need two
wireless mics, a portable light? Different stories
have different technical requirements. Knowing
those requirements is the reporter’s
responsibility.

Teamwork between reporter and photographer is
essential. Plan stories together. What specific
shots do you need? What’s the mood and pace of
the story? The reporter is responsible for
making sure she/he gets the necessary video for
the story. Again, for a documentary this step
can take hours, for a daily news story, just
minutes.
Review the equipment requirements.
Specify time. If you need to leave at 10:00 for
the story, everyone needs to be in the vehicle
ready to go at 10:00.
Note: At this point, the reporter has gone
through 4 important steps prior to shooting a
single frame of video. How many of the steps
are you doing?

Avoid “at the desk interviews.” If you’re doing a
story about taxes on text books, don’t shoot the
bookstore owner in his/her office behind a desk.
Select a setting that adds visually to the report.

Shoot the Story
(work the story)

For interviews, shoot a reversal of the reporter for
editing purposes. Always shoot cutaways.
Work the story! As soon as you complete an
interview, take notes. Write down the key quotes
you intend to use. For daily news stories it’s
absolutely essential to start organizing and
writing your story in the field. Do NOT wait until
you return to the station.
Write and shoot standups.
Never leave a location until you’ve checked your
shot list with the photographer. Make sure the
photographer has taken everything required. If
you keep your shot list in your head instead of
writing it down, you will continually fail to get
shots needed for the report.

Review Video and
Outline Story

The first rule of writing a television story is KNOW
YOUR VIDEO. What are your best shots? What’s
your best natural sound? What are your
strongest sound bites? Pay particular attention
to what will make the best opening shot and the
best closing shot of your story.
For a documentary, outlining your material may
take hours or days, for a daily news story it may
take minutes. But organizing your thoughts
BEFORE you write is essential. This is another
step many reporters omit. Writing without
organizing is like driving in a foreign land with no
map - you won’t know where you’re going and
neither will your viewer.

Write the Story

You’re not writing a newspaper story; you’re
shots.
producing a television news report. So always
use a split script - video on one side, audio on
the other.
A television reporter (writer) writes more than
words. A television reporter must integrate
natural sound breaks and choose specific shots
for specific words. You may pause in mid
sentence for a nat sound break. That is
SCRIPTED. The reporter determines the pacing
and flow of the report.
READ YOUR COPY OUT LOUD AS YOU WRITE.
Television copy is meant for the ear, not the eye.
Long, long, long sentences are not only hard to
read but also often difficult for the viewer to
understand.

Record Narration

Edit the Story

Read your copy out loud BEFORE you record.
Listen to your phrasing, your emphasis. All
sentences are NOT equal. Mark your copy.
Do you need to pause after a particular word,
phrase or sentence? If so, mark it on your
copy.
To improve your own narration, listen carefully
to other reporters from other news
organizations. Pay attention to their delivery.
One of the best teachers of television is the
television. Watch, listen and study the
profession.

Avoid wall-to-wall narration. Unless you’re
facing severe deadline, do NOT wallpaper edit.
Build the story as you go. You’ll get a better
sense of the pace and feel of the story. Use
natural sound. If you’ve written a television
script and not a newspaper story, you’ve
written with specific shots and sounds in mind.
As you edit, you may need to rewrite a line or
two
Select the most appropriate portion of each
shot. Be careful of the beginning and ending
of shots - that’s where the camera often
shakes.

Check Mix & Edit

Don’t ruin a good story with a bad sound mix
and sloppy edits. Watch your levels. Give it
one last look. Is every shot, every bite, every
nat, every transition the way you want, or can
something be improved? Is every graphic
spelled correctly?
Tiny changes can make a huge improvement.
Sometimes it’s just moving a shot three or four
frames or adjusting a sound level slightly.
Don’t develop a “that’s good enough” attitude.
If you’re working with a whiny editor, don’t
give in to someone who just wants to finish the
piece. Maintain your standards.

SHOOT PLAN
Story Statement

Video

External Video
(pictures, jpegs,
audio recordings)
Audio

Interviews (For
each interview
always ask, what
video do I need of
this person doing
something?
Facts
Documents

Graphics
Equipment

Legal Review

Logistics

Promotion

What is the focus of your story? What is your story in a sentence? Write
this down. You may well run into information that changes the focus of
your story. You may run into facts that direct you to a totally different
story. FOLLOW THE INFORMATION. But as you do that, write a
NEW STORY STATEMENT. What is your focus? WRITE IT DOWN!
Do NOT keep it in your head.
What specific shots and sequences do you need to tell the story?
Sometimes what you write dictates shots that you need. Sometimes the
video you get, dictates how you write. The process works both ways. List
the shots. Do NOT keep them in your head.
What video do we need from outside sources that we’re not shooting
ourselves? Is there industry video, promotional video, courtroom video,
home video that we can use for this story? Who would have it? Do they
have rights? List what you need. Do NOT keep it in your head.
What specific sound do you need? You may shoot a shot twice. Once for
for video, a second time when you get the mic closer to get cleaner sound
(the audio of a mountain stream, the hitting of a golf ball, the tick of a
grandfather clock).
What’s the location? The setting should add visually to the story.
Avoid “behind the desk” and “against the wall” interviews.
PLAN YOUR INTERVIEWS. What is your strategy? What specific
questions do you need to ask? For one-camera shoots, what reversals do
you need. What exchanges help reveal information about the subject?
List specific facts you need to confirm. This list is dynamic. Whenever
you do an interview, you may run into more questions.
List them. Do NOT keep this in your head.
What specific documents do you need to confirm information for your
story. Don’t take someone’s word for it. Get confirmation.
If Ohio State says courses for its student athletes show a general grade
distribution like any other course, don’t believe it. Get the data. Get the
confirming documentation.
Conceptualize on the front end of your story. Talk with your graphic artist.
What backgrounds, what video, what still pictures, what documents do you
need to build your graphics.
Are there shots and situations requiring wireless microphones, hidden
camera, boom microphones, roof top shots, special permissions?
Do you need to record phone interviews? If so, how are you shooting and
recording that?
What’s the litigation potential for this story? Do we need to build in time
for legal review? If so, talk to the lawyers early. Get them up to speed at
the front end of the story. Their suggestions can save you time and help
you avoid making errors in the reporting process that can cause legal
difficulties later.
Where do you park, how long will it take to clear security, what’s your
drive time, how long do you need to light? If you’re shooting outside, how
important is sun position? Anticipate problems; don’t discover them on the
shoot.
What’s the promotion department need from you on this project? Are there
specific shot requirements for headlines, bumpers, opens?

SHOOT PLAN
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Adding an Alpha Channel to Your Graphic on Photoshop
The key to setting the alpha channel in Photoshop is making sure you have
selected the layers properly. Remember, you can have one alpha channel on
your graphic. Have more than one alpha channel, and the graphic will not
import to your nonlinear editing program.
Also, if you’re working in Avid you need to invert the alpha channel.
In the example below, we have four layers: two text layers, a color background
and a cutout photo.

Command
click here

You need to select all layers BEFORE adding your alpha Channel. To do that,
Command Click (control click on a PC) on the Thumbnail. Hold the shift key
down and Command Click on all the other layers. You’ll see the buzzing line
going around all the elements of your graphic.
Next click on the Channels TAB.
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Click on the
Channels TAB

On the Channels Tab click on the SAVE SELECTION AS CHANNEL icon.

Click this icon to save
selection as channel

Once you do that, you’ll get a new thumbnail pop up in the layers pallet with the
outline of your graphic that says Alpha. Mine in this example says Alpha 2
because I screwed up the first one and threw it out.
Doubleclick on the Alpha Thumbnail and increase opacity to 100%. You can
also change the color. The default is red; I change it to chromakey green.
The color makes no difference.
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Now do a SAVE AS, and save your graphic as a TIF. Do NOT safe as a JPEG.
JPEG’s do not maintain the Alpha Channel. Import the TIF into your nonlinear
editing program and make sure it is there.
###

Skills
ImprovingVideoAssessment
l. Break the production into its componentparts. Examine each component.
2. Doesthe openinggrab your attention?
3. IS IT AN INTERESTING STORY? Is it clear? Or, doesthe story raisequestionsit
doesn't answer?
4. How are the charactersintroduced? Do we know who the charactersare? What do
we needto know about the characters?
5. Is the script interesting? One way to pinpoint this is to pick out the best lines in the
script, lines with impact, lines that make you smile, lines that make you go "I didn't
know that." If there are no suchlines,that's a good sign you've got one boring script.
6. Is every sentenceof the script clear? Is it written with precision? Is the writer using
the right word? In examining a script, examine every sentence,every word.
7. Ate there any "huh?" moments,moments when you're confused?
8. Do the edit points make sense? On what word, on what piece of action is the cut
made? Is the piece edited with precision or are shotsjust thrown on the timeline?
9. Are effects used appropriately,or are they simply used to be used?
10. Doesthe audio mix add or detract? Do we seeshotswhere we shouldhear
somethingand insteadhearnothing (silent singers,silent guns,silent drummers,silent
applause)? Are thereaudio pops? Is the pacing for a dialogueor interview naturalor
doesit soundedited? A couple framescan make a huge difference. Is therehiss,buzz,
hum or other noise in the audio? Are there portions of the mix too loud or too soft?
Often, music is too hot and fights with the narration.
11. Are soundbites interestingor boring? Are they too long or short?
12. Is the story visually interesting?Are therejerky shots,poorly framed shots,poorly
lit shots? Too many studentproductions include totally unusableshots.
13. Are there legal concerns?Legal review is much lessexpensivethan a lawsuit.
Reminder: Your law course is unbelievably important!
14. Are graphicslegible? Is every word properly kernedand spelledcorrectly? How are
graphicscoming on and going off? Are the design and transition consistentwith the
piece?
And the list goeson....
###
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Tipsfor WorkingWith a Client
VideoFieldProduction
1. Whatarethe needsof the client?
uponfulfillingandmeeting
aredependent
clientrelations
Successful
you
andthe sales
want
buy
a microwave
If
to
client.
needs
of
the
the
you
personis tryingto sell
therewill be no sale. Youhave
a refrigerator,
or
no needfor a refrigerator.Thesalespersonis not determining
fulfillingyourneeds.

2, Whatisthegoalof thecommunication?
That'swhythe clientis
Often,the clientis notan expertin communication.
products
you.
intimately;youbringan
andservices
Clientsknowtheir
comingto
oubider'seye. Clientsoftenfocuson allthe wonderfulaspects(sellingpoints)
of theirproductor seruiceinsteadof fmusingon the goalof the communication.
soyoucanthendevelopa
the goalof the communication
Youneedto determine
the objective.
thatachieves
communication

3. Whatarethe keysellingpointsof the productor service?

of anytype(video,audio,print)aboutanything,
To producea communication
youhaveto understand
the productor service.

4. Whatis the clientdoingnow?

the productor
Howis the clientcurrentlyselling/advertising/marketing
hasit been? What'sworking?Whafsnot working?
service?Howsuccessful
Howsatisfiedis the clientwithwhat'sbeendone? If the clientisnt satisfied,
whatarethe specificproblems?

audience?
5. Whoisthetargeted

that goesto
A typicalproblemis a clientwantingto do onecommunication
multiple
audiences.What'sthe demographic?

isavailable?
6. Whatmarketresearch

it mayhave
marketresearch;
mayhavehighlysophisticated
Theorganization
is it welldone? What'sthe
nothing. In analpingthe marketresearch,
Whatt the samplesize? Howcurrentis it?
methodology?

7. Whois the competition?

productor seryiceinsteadof the
buyinga competitor's
Whyarecustomers
product,the
like/dislike
aboutthe competitot/s
client's?Whatdo customers
clientbproduct?
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8. What'sthe budget?

discuss
budget. Askfor a range,and
to immediately
A clientmaybe hesitant
explainwhyifs important.Youdon'twantto wasteyourtimeor the client's
a communication
strategythat can'tbe successfully
timeconceptualizing
funds.
of insufficient
executed
because

9. What'sthe deadline?

Is thisa rushorder? Is therea tighttimewindow?In orderto planproperly
execution
anddeliveryyouneedto knowthe
fromconceptualizationthrough
deadline.

10. Howdoesthe clientwantto communicate?
oftenbecause
companies
andproduction
dropadagencies
Thisis huge. Clients
youre servingtheclient. Howdoesthe
Remember,
of poorcommunication,
What's
the pointof contact?Youwant,
want
to
communicate?
client
possible,
to haveoneboss.
whenever

L4. What'sthe editorialreviewprocess?

Whomakesthe decision?Howdoesthe clientsignoff andapprovewhatyou've
done?

15, Whatarethe terms(howdo youget paid?)

or
changes
his/hermindcancauselotsof problems
A clientthatcontinually
for in the
makeyoua lot of money,Whatareyourterms? Whafsprovided
in yourbudget?What's
andrecutincluded
approved
budget?Is onerevision
due? Doyou
ratefor additional
changes?Whenis payment
the production
you're
no
thanwitha
off
with
clients
front?
better
require30o/o
up
Remember,
clientwhodoesnot pay.

REMEMBER
IS A BUSINESS!
VIDEOPRODUCTION
NO VIDEO!
THATGO BROKEPRODUCE
BUSINESSES
###
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EXAMS
Advanced Broadcast News Techniques
Midterm Exam – Spring 09
PART TWO
When you are done, save this exam and place it in the Midterm_Exam Folder on
Supernaut. The Midterm_Exam folder is in the Student work folder.
Naming protocol is MT_YOURLASTNAME
(5 points) Type your name here:
You can simply write all your answers on this document.
5. (10 points) An architect looks at a building differently than the layperson. If I were
asked to examine the quality of a chemistry lab, I wouldn’t know how to assess it.
That’s not my area of expertise. As video journalists, our expertise is examining and
assessing how stories are structured, reported and produced. Watch the story
WORKSHOPS. What is the single, major overriding problem with this story?
6. (20 points) Watch and critique the story TECH FEE. Grade each of the following
elements and explain your reasons. If you wish to grade additional elements, that is your
choice. You must assess the four elements listed in the grading grid.
5=A, 4=B, 3=C, 2=D, 1=F
POINTS
Open
Videography
Standup
Reporting

7. (10 points) This past year, we’ve been witnessing a tough time in the media business.
News organizations are reshaping themselves, firing people they don’t need and hiring
those they do. For this question, you are the news manager. Your news staff is this
class. All semester you’ve watched everyone perform; you’ve seen the work and
witnessed the contributions. But it’s budget crunch time. Corporate management has
directed you to take two actions. First, you have to recommend your two-best people to
be transferred to another news organization in a different part of the corporation. It’s in
trouble and it needs to be strengthened immediately. Second, management says you
have to fire two members of your staff. Who do you fire and why? You cannot list
yourself or your producing partner for either question.
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A. List your two best employees. Use specifics to explain their strengths and why you
have selected them.
B. List the two people you have decided to fire and explain your reasons. Not answering
this question = F on the exam.
8. (10 points) Describe the best story you’re planning to do the remainder of the
semester and be sure to include the following:
 Describe the most compelling specific shots/sequences you’ll be using in this
story.
 Explain who would want to watch this report why.

9. (10 points) For the station call project, news managers provided lots of questions they
ask a job candidate. One such question, and one of increasing importance as news
organizations try to differentiate themselves from the competition, is “How are your
enterprise skills?”
What is your answer?
10. (5 points) Should students in a professional journalism program
be given a passing grade on written assignments that contain
elementary grammatical mistakes?
Explain your reasoning.

Computer-Assisted Reporting
Midterm exam
Wednesday, March 18
There are two parts of the exam. To begin, open the midterm folder (Midterm to Copy)
on Supernaut. Copy and paste all items to your desktop. Your completed exam will
consist of two documents: a word document for the written questions, and an Excel
document for your data answers. There are SIX Questions on this document.
REMINDER: Do a “SaveAs” and rename both the word document and the Excel file.
Naming protocol is MT_yourlastname.
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(5 POINTS): type your name here:
Save as you go. You’re saving as you go to the DESKTOP. When you are completed
with the exam, right click and copy your documents and paste them into
the folder on Supernaut labeled Midterms_Complete.
1. (5 points) What is a delimiter and how is it used? Why is it important to know what
delimiters are used in a data file?
2. (10 points) What is a field layout? From a journalistic, not a technical standpoint, why do
you want to request the field layout?
3. (10 points) HANDOUT 1 – Think Like a Reporter: Read the handout on Cooper Tire.
Based on this story, what far more important story is most likely there? Describe the story you
think is there and name at least two specific steps you would take to determine if what you
suspect is, indeed, true.
4. (10 points) HANDOUT 2 - Think Like a Reporter: Read the public records request
submitted by Mitch Cooper to the athletic department. Mr. Wolfe responds via email, answering
none of the questions and telling Mitch this public records request has be sent to university legal
counsel. What actions do you take to get the information you’re requesting?
5. (10 points) Think Like a Reporter: You’ve requested a download of travel expense reports
from Franklin County for the past three years. The reports are submitted electronically. They
are stored electronically. However, the data manager for Franklin County says the information
cannot be provided to you electronically because it is a proprietary system using proprietary
software. The county will provide you written copies, but this would mean a significant time
delay. In addition, instead of electronic file you will have thousands of documents for which you
will have to pay 25 cents per page. What is your response to the data manager? What specific
steps do you take in order to get the material electronically? (stamping your feet and calling the
data manager a pigdog is not the answer)
DATA SECTION:
Please put the answer to your first data question here. You’ll put the answers to your other
data questions on the spreadsheet.
6. Data Question 1 (10 points)
Import the file debtcsv.txt and list the names (and the city in which they live) for all those who
live at any location (street, drive, road, avenue, lane, etc.) that contains the name Lincoln.
Remember to Save This Portion of the Exam.
Next….
Open the Excel Spreadsheet portion of the exam.
MAKE SURE YOU CLICK ON EACH INDIVIDUAL TAB
AND ANSWER THE QUESTIONS AS INDICATED.
(End of the written portion of the CAR Spring 09 Midterm)
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YOUR NAME: ________________________________ Parts 2 – 6.
MIDTERM EXAM
BROADCAST BEAT REPORTING
SPRING 2007
10 points
2a. For those who didn’t have a focus statement: Since this is a major course in your
major field, a profession you have decided to pursue, explain why you have not applied
one of the basic steps stressed in this course since the beginning of the semester to your
own work. In addition, describe what you anticipate the results to your own professional
development will be if you continue to fail to apply basic fundamental steps stressed by
your news managers (professors).
2b. For those who did have a focus statement: What have you learned from writing a
focus statement on your stories, and how has the focus statement helped your reporting?
10 points
3. Broadcast Style. (10 points) There are numerous broadcast style errors in the
following sentences. Rewrite the sentences using correct broadcast style.
3a. CIA spokesman Dave Hannis said today the agency cannot account for
$700,000 worth of laptop computers.
3b. KSU professor Karl Idsvoog is leaving for Armenia at the end of the
semester.
3c. Sally Smathers, director of marketing and communication at Bigham
Electrical in Springfield, Ill., said the company has not been able to determine
what caused the explosion.
10 points
4. Sharyl Attkisson says whenever possible you should write in active voice. Why?
What’s the benefit of writing in active voice? To show that you understand the
difference between active and passive voice, write a simple active voice sentence and a
simple passive voice sentence. Label each.
15 points
5. Rate your effort in this course. Some things you may want to consider is the number
of times you’ve seen your professor to discuss story ideas and strategy. How often have
you asked your professor to review your script before you begin editing. How much
time have you spent practicing with the software, working with the cameras, lights, etc.?
Give yourself a letter grade. In grading, do NOT grade yourself as a student. Consider
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this class to be your newsroom. Grade yourself as a professional journalist. Use
specifics to justify your grade.
15 points
6. Final Cut Pro Questions: Each student will complete this question as I call them.
50 points – 25 points each critique
7. On the DVD, you’ll find four video reports stories. We’re only examining two of
them: BUS Meeting and Tech Fee. Write a critique of each.
Give each report a letter grade (A, B, C, D, F) and explain your reasoning focusing on
those elements we’ve stressed all semester.
Video
Anchor lead – BUS

Audio
Kent State alumni Rick Rucker and four his friends were
arrested on Janaury 7. Rucker says the Kent City Police
were too aggressive, so Black United Students called an
emergency meeting to address the situation. TV-2’s Jen
Steer has more.

Anchor lead – Tech Fee

For Kent students, the costs just keep going up. Starting
next fall…every student is going to have to pay a
technology fee. TV-2’s John Sabol has the details.

End of Exam
PLEASE RETURN YOUR DVD with the Exam.
Make sure your name is on the exam.

Advanced Broadcast News
Midterm Exam
Part 1 – Qualifying Experts
Question 1: Time Limit: 10 minutes. Print out a single page of paper with the
following:
1. Your name.
2. The name and phone number of an auto-safety expert who has testified on
behalf of plaintiffs within the last five years. Include the name of his/her firm
or company.
3. Describe either a particular case or the types of cases in which the person
has served as an expert witness.
4. You can use your cell phone.
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Part 2 - Applying the Reporting Protocol
Oral: All semester we’ve stressed the need for writing things down as you plan your
story. What facts do you need to check, what shots do you need to take, what interviews
do you need, for every interview, what video do you need of that person, what graphics
do you need, what are the equipment requirements. Most of all, we’ve stressed the need
to write your focus statement.
All of you were told to bring your production notes to this exam. Each of you please
pull out two items: Your written focus statement for your last story and your written
shoot plan.
Part 3 Broadcast Style
There are numerous broadcast style errors in the following sentences. Rewrite the
sentences using correct broadcast style.
3a. CIA spokesman Jane Hannis said today the agency cannot account for
$700,000 worth of laptop computers.
3b. KSU Professor Karl Idsvoog is leaving for Armenia at the end of the
semester.
3c. Sally Smathers, director of marketing and communication at Bigham
Electrical in Springfield, Ill., said the company has not been able to determine
what caused the explosion.
Part 4 Public Records
These should be easy, free points. You were previously asked all but one of these
questions on your public records quiz. NOTE: these questions pertain to OHIO’s public
records law, ORC 149.43.
4a. You request an electronic download of all purchase orders by the Sheriff’s Office
for the past two years. The Sheriff’s office declines your request. It says it will be
happy to provide printed copies of all purchase orders at a minimum rate of 75 cents per
page. The Sheriff says once you deliver a certified check or money order for $1,245
dollars, it will be happy to make the copies. Answer the following:
Based on the Ohio Revised Code, can the Sheriff legally charge you 75 cents per copy?
Explain your answer.
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Can the Sheriff legally refuse to provide the records electronically? What does the law
say?
4b. The public official says a download of the data you are requesting will cost $250
because the official says she/he needs to charge you for the employee time involved.
The public official explains the policy this way: “When my computer people are working
on your request, they can’t work on other business so I have to charge you for their time.”
What does Ohio law say about this?
4c. You’re on a tight deadline for a project. In order to complete your reporting and
meet your deadline, it is essential that you confirm facts from several hundred public
records, records that aren’t available online from the public agency you’re examining.
Would you submit a request to inspect the records or a request to copy the records?
Explain what action you would take and why.
Part 5 The Real World
It’s job-hunt time. You’re going after that first full-time professional position. You’re
in the job interview, and the news manager says the following: “I’ve gotten nearly a
hundred applicants for this job. Why should I hire you?”
What is your answer? Write what you WOULD say. What would your exact words
be? What do you say to persuade this person that YOU are the person to hire?
Part 6 – Analyzing Stories
There are three video clips on your cd. The word document on the screen provides the
anchor lead for each of the clips. Answer the following.
6a. Watch the story called USS Elections. What is the main reporting problem with
this story and why?
6b. Watch the story called Workshops. What is the main reporting problem with this
story and why?
6c. All semester we’ve been examining the various elements of a television news story.
Write a critique of the PoliceWatch story. Give each of the following elements
(anchor lead, open, script, editing, lighting, videography, reporting) a letter grade (A, B,
C, D or F) and explain your reasoning.
anchor lead, open, script, editing, lighting, videography, reporting.
End of Midterm Exam
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COMPUTER-ASSISTED REPORTING
Access Exam – Spring 07
Prof. Idsvoog - kidsvoog@kent.edu
BEFORE BEGINNING – Do a “Save As” of this document. Name the document
with your first initial and last name. So I would save as kidsvoog.doc.
TYPE YOUR NAME HERE:
Put all your answers on this document.
When finished, put the document in the Completed Access Exams on Supernaut.
Make sure it’s there before quitting.
170 POINTS TOTAL
150 – 170 = A
130 – 149 = B
90 – 129 = C
80 – 89 = D
<80 = F
1.
All data is dirty. What does that mean? (5 points) List some of the specific
actions you take with dirty data and explain why those actions are necessary. By actions,
I mean what do you look for, and what steps do you take when you spot those things
you’re checking. (10 points)
2. Both Excel and Access allow you to enter, examine, sort and filter data. Give an
example of a database where you would have to utilize Access instead of Excel and
explain why Excel would not work. (10 points)
3. Build the following database. (20 points)
Field Name

Type

Size

Last
FirstMI
HireDATE
Salary
PayPeriodCode

text
text
Date
Currency
Text

20
15
Short Date
Decimal Places 2
2

REMEMBER: In Access, the pulldown menu often doesn’t appear until you
click on the field.
After you’ve built the database, make up and enter the data for three records.
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When you’ve completed this question, please yell at me so I can inspect
your data.
4. Define a field layout (5 points) . Give a specific example. (5 points) Disregarding
any technical and database design or import criteria, why, as a journalist, is it potentially
valuable to request the field layout? (5 points)
5. Import the text file, tmp visa 23 field. You’ll use this for questions 6, 7 and 8 as
well. Raise your hand or yell at me so I can inspect your import. (5 points)
6. Remember when we counted the number of contributions each candidate received?
Well, now we’re going to the count the number of times a particular company is listed.
Do a query that performs such a count.
LIST THE TOP THREE COMPANIES ALONG WITH THE COUNT FOR EACH.
1.
2.
3.
(15 POINTS)
7. On this same database, do a query for all companies paying people more than 97,000 a
year. List company, job position and salary for the top three (those getting paid the
most). (15 points)
Company
a.
b.
c.

Position

Salary

8. Do a query to answer the following question: How many records are there where the
employee’s job title is “software engineer” and the salary is more than $85,000 a year?
10 points
9. What is a key field? (5 points) How are key fields used to link tables? (5 points)
Give some examples (5 points)
10. Define SQL and explain why it is used. (10 points)
9. From your desktop, open the Access file named TENNCANDS.mdb.
Link the donar and candidate file (5 points).
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Do a wildcard query for all first names in which the first three letters are W I L.
(5 points) How many records are there of people whose first name begins with W I L
who donate more than $400 (four hundred dollars)? (5 points)
10. Do a query to answer the following three questions.
Who gave candidate James Henry Quillen a thousand dollar contribution? (5 points)
On what date was the contribution made? (5 points)
What is the contributor’s occupation? (5 points)
11. Give yourself a grade in this course and explain why you feel you deserve that grade.
(15 points)

End of Exam

Video Field Production
Midterm Exam
After opening this document, immediately do a “save as” and save it to your
desktop. Naming Protocol is: FieldMT_YourLastName
Your answers to all questions will go on this document. When you are finished,
put this document into the Midterm folder on Supernaut. You’ll find that inside
the Student Work folder. You’ll notice the point total has been changed from
the syllabus. This exam counts 75 points.
PUT YOUR NAME HERE: (5 points)
1. (5 POINTS) Fill in the blank. You are searching for a job and have an
interview with a media production company for the position of
__________________________(fill in the blank ). The manager asks, “Why
should I hire you?” What’s your answer?
2. (5 POINTS) When writing a screenplay, do you indicate fades and dissolves?
Why or why not?
3. (5 POINTS) Explain why it’s important to follow format in writing a
screenplay.
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4. (10 POINTS) Early in the semester, you were all given a self-rating sheet.
As a reminder, here it is:

Improving Your Performance – Video Field Production
In sports, it’s easy to spot the problem. A golfer who dives the ball 300 yards but can’t
keep it in the fairway knows there’s a problem with accuracy. A third baseman who can
field but can’t hit knows it’s time for batting practice. The athlete knows to successfully
compete, those weaknesses must be addressed and corrected. The same is true in any
profession. What type of self-assessment are you doing? What specific actions are you
taking to correct weaknesses so you can successfully compete?
On a 1 to 10 scale with 1 being weak and 10 being strong, how would you rate
yourself on the following:
Research

Understanding of Libel

Writing

Photoshop

Directing

Imagination

Interviewing

Team Leadership

Videography

Working with Difficult People

Audio

Planning

Lighting

Multimedia Skills

Accepting Responsibility

Client Relations

Graphics

Selling Yourself

Adapting to Change

Your Personal Life

Networking Professional Contacts

Job Interview Skills

Change the list however you wish. Each career path, each life is unique. But for
any professional in any profession wanting to succeed, there’s a list. What is yours?
For each item, what specific steps are you taking to improve? It’s up to you.
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People who want to succeed do this sort of self-assessment. They know to compete
successfully in their chosen profession they have to develop their skills (not get grades on
papers and projects). There are lots of jobs for professionals who have developed their
skills. There are also lots of jobs for people who haven’t, usually at Wal-Mart and
Burger King.
###
Here’s the question: Provide specific examples of how you have applied the selfrating to improve your performance. If you already have your own self-rating
performance improvement program, describe it and how successful the program
has been for you. If you have not applied the self-rating, explain why not. In
addition, address the implications of failing to take action to improve specific
skills needed in your profession.

5. Open up Final Cut and import clips A and B into your browser. You’ll find
those by going to the Media Drive and opening VF_MT, open the Advanced
Folder, Open Group A, and import Question A and Question B. Answer the
following:
 (5 points) What is the major problem that needs to be corrected
with clip Question A prior to broadcast?
 (5 points) What is the major problem that needs to be corrected
with clip Question B prior to broadcast?
6. There are two productions in the midterm folder (VF_MT), Profile-Eastman
and Tommy Leonard.
 (15 POINTS) Critique the Eastman Profile. In doing this, wear your
professional hat. There are obvious problems with the production.
What are they? Be specific. Use time codes. If there’s a shot at 2:37
that needs to be changed or an audio mix that needs adjustment at 1:17
or a graphic missing a drop shadow at 3:12, be sure to specify what
needs to be changed. Are sound bites too long, too short? Are there
editing problems, lighting problems, focus problems? Are there holes in
the story telling? You know all the elements to examine. Examine the
elements.
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 (15 POINTS) Do the same thing for the profile of Tommy Leonard.
Again, there are some obvious problems. What works, what doesn’t?
Be specific.
7. (5 POINTS) This class is certainly an interesting production company. We’ve
seen some excellent work. We’ve seen work that is embarrassingly bad.
Keeping in mind this is a professional program, what grade (A, B, C, D, F) would
you give yourself for your performance so far in this class and why? Use specific
examples to justify your answer.
END OF MIDTERM EXAM
Remember to put your exam in the Midterm folder on Supernaut.
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